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Abstract
If p(z)=∑nν=0 aνzν is a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in |z| k, k  1,
then Govil (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 41 (1973) 543–546) proved
max|z|=1 |p
′(z)| n
1+ kn max|z|=1 |p(z)|.
In this paper we generalize as well as improve upon the above inequality and a result due
to Aziz (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 89 (1983) 259–266).  2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and statement of results
The following result is due to Turán [1].









The result is sharp and equality in (1.1) holds if all the zeros of p(z) lie on |z| = 1.
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More generally, if the polynomial p(z) has all its zeros in |z| k  1, it was
proved by Malik [2] that the inequality (1.1) can be replaced by
max|z|=1 |p
′(z)| n
1+ k max|z|=1 |p(z)|. (1.2)
Malik [2] in fact deduced it by applying the following result to the polynomial
znp(1/z) (for another proof see [3, p. 503, Theorem C]).





1+ k max|z|=1 |p(z)|. (1.3)
Equality in (1.3) holds for the polynomial p(z)= (z+ k)n.
The case when p(z) has all its zeros in |z| k, k  1 was settled by Govil [4]
who proved
Theorem C. If p(z)=∑nν=0 aνzν is a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros




1+ kn max|z|=1 |p(z)|. (1.4)
The result is best possible and equality holds in (1.4) for p(z)= zn + kn.
Although above result is sharp but still it is easy to see that it has two draw-
backs. Firstly, the bound in (1.4) depends only on the zero of largest modulus and
not on other zeros even if some of them are very close to origin. Secondly, since
the extremal polynomial in (1.4) is zn+ kn, it should be possible to obtain a better
bound for polynomials
∑n
ν=0 aνzν , where not all the coefficients a1, a2, . . . , an−1
are zero. It would therefore be interesting to obtain a bound in Theorem C which
depends on the location of all the zeros of the polynomial
∑n
ν=0 aνzν and also on
the coefficients a1, a2, . . . , an. In this connection, we prove the following
Theorem. If p(z) = an∏nν=1(z − zν) =∑nν=0 aνzν , an = 0 is a polynomial of











































































































(k + 1)|a1| + 2|a2|(k − 1)
] for n= 3. (1.6)
The result is best possible and equality in (1.5) and (1.6) holds for p(z)= zn+kn.
Since k/k + kν  1/2 for 1 ν  n, the above theorem gives, in particular,
Corollary. If p(z) = an∏nν=1(z − zν) =∑nν=0 aνzν , an = 0 is a polynomial of
degree n 3 having all its zeros in |z| k, k  1, then
max|z|=1 |p
′(z)| n
1+ kn max|z|=1 |p(z)| +
n(kn − 1)










(kn − 1)− n(k − 1)
n(n− 1)
}
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1+ k3 max|z|=1 |p(z)| +
3(k3 − 1)




(k3 − 1)− 3(k− 1)]







(k + 1)|a1| + 2|a2|(k − 1)
]
for n= 3. (1.8)
In (1.7) and (1.8), equality holds for p(z)= zn + kn.
Remark 1. For k > 1, (kx − 1)/x and for x > 1, ((kx − 1)− x(k − 1))/x(x − 1)







(kn − 1)− n(k − 1)
n(n− 1) −
(kn−2 − 1)− (n− 2)(k− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)
]
are always non-negative so that for polynomials of degree n > 2, (1.7) and (1.8)
together provide a refinement of Theorem C. In fact excepting the case when
p(z) has all its zeros on |z| = k, a1 = 0, a2 = 0, |an−1| = 0 and |an−2| = 0, the
bound obtained in our theorem is always sharp than the bound obtained from
Theorem C. It is easy to see that for n > 3 our theorem also provides a refinement
and generalization of the following result due to Aziz [6].
Theorem D. If p(z)= an∏nν=1(z− zν) is a polynomial of degree n having all its








k + |zν |
)
max|z|=1 |p(z)|. (1.9)
The result is best possible and equality in (1.9) holds for p(z)= zn + kn.
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2. Lemmas
For the proof of the theorem, we need the following lemmas.




nmax|z|=1 |p(z)| − 2nn+2 |p(0)| if n 2,
max|z|=1 |p(z)| − |p(0)| if n= 1.
(2.1)
The result is best possible and equality holds for p(z)= λzn, λ being complex.
The above lemma is due to Frappier et al. [7].




|p(z)| − (Rn −Rn−2)|p(0)|, for n 2, (2.2)
and
max|z|=R |p(z)|R max|z|=1 |p(z)| − (R − 1)|p(0)|, for n= 1. (2.3)
The coefficient of |p(0)| is best possible for each n.
The above lemma is also due to Frappier et al. [7].






















|p(z)| − (R − 1)
2
[
(R + 1)|a0| + (R− 1)|a1|
]
,
if n= 2. (2.5)
Proof of Lemma 3. Let n > 2. Since p(z) is a polynomial of degree n > 2 so
that p′(z) is a polynomial of degree n 2, applying inequality (2.2) of Lemma 2





|p′(z)| − (rn−1 − rn−3)|p′(0)|. (2.6)
Using inequality (2.1) of Lemma 1 in (2.6) we get









− (rn−1 − rn−3)|a1|





rn−1 − rn−3). (2.7)
Now for each θ , 0 θ < 2π , we have
∣∣p(Reiθ )− p(eiθ )∣∣
R∫
1
∣∣p′(reiθ )∣∣dr, R > 1,
which on using inequality (2.7) gives














































which proves the inequality (2.4).
Now the inequality (2.5) follows on the same lines, but instead of using in-
equality (2.2) of Lemma 2 we use inequality (2.3) of the same lemma. ✷
Lemma 4. If p(z) is a polynomial of degree n which does not vanish in |z|< k,








|p(z)| − min|z|=k |p(z)|
}
. (2.8)
The result is best possible and equality in (2.8) holds for the polynomial p(z) =
(z+ k)n.
The above lemma is due to Govil [8].
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1+ |zν | max|z|=1 |p(z)|. (2.9)
Here equality in (2.9) holds if all the zeros of p(z) are positive.
This lemma is due to Giroux et al. [5].
Lemma 6. If p(z)=∑nν=0 aνzν, an = 0 is a polynomial of degree n 3 having





























(Rn−2 − 1)− (n− 2)(R − 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)
}]


























for n= 3. (2.11)
The result is best possible and equality in (2.10) and (2.11) holds for p(z) =
c(eiθ + zn), where c ∈C and θ ∈R.
Proof of Lemma 6. For each θ , 0 θ < 2π and for R  1 we have




Using (2.4) in (2.12) we get
































































Using Lemma 4 for k = 1 in (2.13) we get
∣∣p(Reiθ )− p(eiθ )∣∣(Rn − 1
2
){



















Hence for R  1 we have






















(Rn−2 − 1)− (n− 2)(R− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)
}]
which proves the inequality (2.10) for n > 3.
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The inequality (2.11) follows on the same lines as that of inequality (2.10), but
instead of using inequality (2.4) of Lemma 3 we use inequality (2.5) of the same
lemma. ✷
3. Proof of the theorem
First, we prove inequality (1.5). Let T (z) = p(kz). Since the zeros of p(z)
are zν , 1  ν  n, the zeros of the polynomial T (z) are zν/k, 1  ν  n, and
because the polynomial p(z) has all its zeros in |z| k, the polynomial T (z) has















k + |zν | max|z|=k |p(z)|. (3.1)
Since the polynomial p(z) is of degree n > 3, it follows that the polynomial






































k + |zν | max|z|=k |p(z)|. (3.3)
Let q(z)= znp(1/z) be the reciprocal polynomial of p(z). Since p(z) has all its
zeros in |z| k, k  1, it follows that the polynomial q(z/k) has all its zeros in

















(kn − 1)− n(k − 1)
n(n+ 1)
]






























































































































































































which proves the desired result for n > 3.
The proof of the result for n = 3 follows on the same lines as that of n > 3,
but instead of using inequalities (2.4) of Lemma 3 and (2.10) of Lemma 6, we use
inequalities (2.5) of Lemma 3 and (2.11) of Lemma 6. ✷
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